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An exciting opportunity with an established leading Middle East based National Oil Company,

that functions throughout onshore development sites as well as in the shallow coastal waters

with a number of productive oil fields.JOB PURPOSE AND SCOPEParticipates in all drilling

and workover engineering duties related to assigned rigs.- Includes initiating drilling and

workover programs, EP-1, surface and down-hole equipment requirements- Directs

contractors involved in logging operations according to approved program requirements and

revises directional and/or sidetracking surveys to establish drilling routes.- Participates in

completion design and directs running completion on site.- Participates in technical studies

aimed at optimization of drilling and workover operations.- Monitors work progress and

prepare final drilling and workover reports. Monitors trends in the performance of the drilling

contractor and service companies & highlights efficiency problemsREMAn attractive

remuneration will be negotiated with the successful candidates and will be in line with a

competitive industry standard.QUALIFICATIONS REQUIRED:B. Sc. Degree in

Petroleum Engineering. plus relevant courses in Drilling/Completion/Directional Drilling and

Blow Out prevention methods.EXPERIENCE REQUIRED:10 years' drilling/workover

engineering experience with specific emphasis on drilling technology and blow out prevention

techniques and methods.About The Company Fuschia Careers is a specialist recruitment

and executive search firm offering solutions to our global clients within specialized and key

industry sectors.We are committed to the highest standards for our clients and our

candidates and work closely with them to help them achieve their objectives.Our mission is

simple. We seek to give our clients a unique competitive advantage by handling their
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recruitment in a timely, efficient and cost effective manner. In doing so we take great pride

in our capacity to find the right people with the right skills at the right time. Our candidates

are treated with the utmost respect and we understand our responsibility towards them in

making a career change and successful transition to a new position.
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